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The role of stomata in photosynthesis and their impor-
tance in plant productivity is well established and a
number of studies have shown their importance for the
plant's interaction with the abiotic environment. How-
ever an increasing amount of evidence is pointing toward
an important role for stomata also in biotic defense
responses. Using programmed cell death mutants and
pathogen infection we set out to investigate the role of sto-
mata in biotic stress. Physiological characterization of the
lsd1 mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana revealed a correlation
between stomata conductance, H2O2 production and the
spreading of cell death. When challenging wild type
plants with the bacterial pathogen Pseudomonas syringae,
stomata closed and limiting gas exchange strongly
enhanced the spreading of cell death both in infected
plants and in the lsd1 mutant. Further studies showed that
limiting gas exchange enhances the production of reactive
oxygen species that lead to the formation of focused
hypersensitive response like lesions in ws-0. Our results
clearly indicate the importance of stomata regulation in
the spreading of cell death.
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